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(54) Method of exchanging routing information between network nodes in a packet switched 
network

(57) A method of exchanging routing information be-
tween network nodes in packet switched network is pro-
posed. The network nodes of the network advertise them-
selves to other network nodes by Indicating to the other
network nodes themselves, network protocols supported
by themselves and network nodes which are adjacent to
them. One of the network nodes is configured to encap-
sulate first data packets of a first network protocol into
second data packets of a second network protocol for

the purpose of transmitting the first data packets via the
second data packets to a second network node. The net-
work node is furthermore configured to advertise a pseu-
do network node to the other network nodes of the net-
work. The network node does so by indicating the pseudo
network node as a network node that supports only the
first network protocol but not the second network proto-
col, and by indicating the pseudo network node as a net-
work node that is located between the first network node
and the second network node.
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Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The invention relates to a method of exchanging
routing information in a packet switched network.

Background

[0002] In packet switched networks, data packets are
exchanged between network nodes according to network
protocols. A first example for a network protocol is the
internet protocol (IP protocol) as specified in the paper
"RFC 791; Internet Protocol, Darpa Internet Program,
Protocol Specification; Information Sciences Institute,
University of Southern California, 4676 Admiralty Way,
Marina del Rey, California 90291; September 1981",
briefly called RFC 791. Another example of a network
protocol is the Connectionless Protocol (CLNP) as spec-
ified in the paper "Information technology - Protocol for
providing the connectionless-mode network service: Pro-
tocol specification ISO/IEC 8473-1; 1998", briefly called
ISO 8473. A data packet, which is to be received by a
network node, is forwarded by the network node to a
further network node depending on the destination net-
work address of the data packet and depending on a
routing table stored within the network node. By consid-
ering the routing table and the destination address of the
data packet, the network node is able to determine that
adjacent network node to which the network node shall
forward the data packet.
[0003] In order to have data at hand for building a rout-
ing table at a network node, the network nodes exchange
link state messages according to the routing protocol
called Intermediate System to Intermediate System pro-
tocol (IS-IS protocol). The IS-IS routing protocol is de-
fined in the standard "ISO/IEC, FDIS 10589: 2001 (E),
Information technology—Telecommunications and infor-
mation exchange between systems — Intermediate Sys-
tem to Intermediate System intra-domain routing infor-
mation exchange protocol for use in conjunction with the
protocol for providing the connectionless- mode network
service (ISO 8473)", briefly called ISO 10589. The IS-IS
routing protocol as defined in ISO 10589 has been de-
signed for use in conjunction with the network protocol
CLNP as defined in ISO 8473. The IS-IS routing protocol
has been extended for use in conjunction with the IP pro-
tocol in the paper "Network Working Group - Request for
Comments: 1995, Ross W. Callon, Digital Equipment
Corporation, December 1990, Use of OSI IS-IS for Rout-
ing in TCP/IP and Dual Environments", briefly called RFC
1195. According to RFC 1195, the IS-IS routing protocol
can be used in networks having nodes supporting only
the network protocol of IP, only the network protocol of
CLNP or both of these network protocols.
[0004] One type of link state messages of the IS-IS
routing protocol is called Link State Protocol Data Unit
(LS PDU). This is a message, by which a node indicates

to other nodes itself and a set of those nodes, which are
adjacent to it. The link state message contains the node
address of the node sending the message and a list of
its adjacent nodes. The network node sends this link state
message as a multicast message to other network nodes
of the network.
[0005] The data of received link state messages is
stored by the receiving network node in a link state da-
tabase. The node runs an algorithm called Shortest Path
First (SPF) on the database for building the routing table
stored within the network node. Thus, when receiving LS
PDU messages from all other network nodes of the net-
work, a network node has the necessary information at
hand for determining a routing table for forwarding data
packets.
[0006] According to the previously filed but yet unpub-
lished patent application of the applicant under the Eu-
ropean Patent Application Number 08305656.4, it is pro-
posed to include into a link state message LS PDU a data
field, which indicates the types of network protocols that
are supported by the network node sending the message.
It is furthermore proposed, that a network node receiving
the messages LS PDU uses a modified SPF algorithm
for compiling different routing tables for different network
protocols. For each network protocol supported by the
network node, a different routing table is determined,
such that for building the routing table with regard to a
certain network protocol, only network nodes supporting
the respective network protocol are taken into consider-
ation. When the network node receives a data packet of
the certain network protocol, the node uses that respec-
tive routing table which matches the respective network
protocol. Thus, it is ensured, that data packets are not
forwarded towards network nodes, which do not support
the respective network protocol. It shall be assumed, that
whenever the term "SPF algorithm" is used further on in
this specification, it is referred to this SPF algorithm pro-
posed in the European Patent Application Number
08305656.4.
[0007] In a packet switched network, the topology of
the network may be such, that two network nodes, which
both support the IP and the CLNP protocol, are connect-
ed by a path which is formed of such network nodes,
which support only the CLNP protocol. In order to transmit
data packets of the IP protocol between the two network
nodes connected by the path, the network nodes encap-
sulate the IP data packets into data packets of the CLNP
protocol according to the paper "Request For Comments
3147, Generic Routing Encapsulation over CLNS Net-
works, July 2001 ", briefly called RFC 3147. Thus, the IP
data packets can be sent encapsulated within the CLNP
data packets along the path, which is formed by network
nodes supporting only the CLNP protocol. The network
node receiving at the end of the path the IP data packets,
which are encapsulated within the CLNP data packets,
then decapsulates the IP data packets before sending
them towards other network nodes of the network. This
process of encapsulation and decapsulation is known
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under the term called "tunnel connection".
[0008] When relying on the IS-IS routing protocol for
declaring links between a node and its adjacent nodes,
the path between the two nodes forming the edges of the
tunnel connection will be considered by other nodes of
the network only for forwarding CLNP data packets, since
the path between them is formed by network nodes sup-
porting only the CLNP protocol. Therefore, even if the
nodes at the edges of this path establish a tunnel con-
nection for transmitting IP data packets encapsulated
within CLNP data packets, this virtual connection is not
advertised to other nodes of the network, since the two
edge nodes are not adjacent to each other and thus do
not declare each other as adjacent nodes in their adja-
cency lists within their link state messages.

Summary

[0009] According to the invention, a method of ex-
changing routing information between network nodes in
packet switched network is proposed. The network nodes
of the network advertise themselves to other network
nodes, by indicating to the other network nodes them-
selves, network protocols supported by themselves and
network nodes which are adjacent to them.
[0010] One of the network nodes is configured to en-
capsulate first data packets of a first network protocol
into second data packets of a second network protocol
for the purpose of transmitting the first data packets via
the second data packets to a second network node. The
network node is furthermore configured to advertise a
pseudo network node to the other network nodes of the
network. The network node does so, by indicating the
pseudo network node as a network node that supports
only the first network protocol but not the second network
protocol, and by indicating the pseudo network node as
a network node that is located between the first network
node and the second network node.
[0011] By placing between the first network node and
the second network node the pseudo network node as a
network node supporting only the first network protocol,
and by then advertising this pseudo network node to other
network nodes of the network, a tunnel connection be-
tween the first and the second network node is advertised
to other network nodes. Thus, the tunnel connection be-
tween the first and the second network node will be con-
sidered by other network nodes for forwarding data pack-
ets of the first network protocol.

Brief description of the drawings

[0012]

Fig. 1 shows a network containing network nodes
supporting different network protocols.

Fig. 2 shows the network together with a first pseudo
network node.

Fig. 3 shows the network together with the first pseu-
do network node and a second pseudo network
node.

Fig. 4 shows the network together with the first pseu-
do network node, the second pseudo network node
and a third pseudo network node.

Fig. 5 shows a hardware structure of a network node.

Fig. 6 shows first protocols carried out at the network
node.

Fig. 7 shows second protocols carried out at the net-
work node.

Description of embodiments

[0013] Fig. 1 shows a network, in which two network
nodes N1, N2, which both support the CLNP and the IP
protocol, are connected via a partial network NETC,
which contains network nodes NC1, NC2 that only sup-
port the CLNP protocol. The node N1 is connected to the
node NC1, while the node N2 in connected to the node
NC2. The nodes NC1 and NC2 within the network NETC
are connected, possibly via further network nodes.
[0014] The network node N1 is furthermore connected
to a node NA1 that is located within a partial network
NETA. The node NA1 supports at least the IP protocol.
[0015] The node N2 is furthermore connected to a net-
work node NB1 of a partial network NETB. The node NB1
supports at least the IP protocol.
[0016] Between the nodes N1 and N2, a tunnel con-
nection for transmitting IP data packets via the partial
network NETC is given, in that the node N1 encapsulates
IP data packets into CLNP data packets for transmitting
them via the partial network NETC to the node N2. The
node N2 then decapsulates the IP data packets from the
CLNP data packets, before forwarding the IP data pack-
ets to the partial network NETB. In the opposite direction
from the node N2 to the node N1 the some method of a
tunnel connection by encapsulation and decapsulation
is established.
[0017] The nodes of the network N exchange routing
information according to the routing protocol IS-IS. The
node N1 advertises itself, by sending to the other network
nodes a link state message LSP-N1, which contains as
the node address NA-N1 the node address of the node
N1 itself, a protocol list PL-N1 that indicates the CLNP
and the IP network protocol, and an adjacency list AL-
N1 that contains as the adjacent nodes the nodes NA1
and NC1.
[0018] The node N2 advertises itself by sending to the
other nodes of the network a link state message LSP-
N2. This message LSP-N2 contains as the node address
NA-N2 the node address of the node N2, a protocol list
PL-N2 indicating the CLNP and the IP network protocol
and an adjacency list AL-N2 indicating as adjacent neigh-
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bors the nodes NB1 and NC2.
[0019] The other nodes of the network N advertise
themselves by distributing corresponding link state mes-
sages.
[0020] The network nodes within the partial networks
NETA, NETB generate their routing tables based on re-
ceived link state messages. Since the link state messag-
es LSP-N1, LSP-N2 of the nodes N1, N2 do not declare
a direct connection between the nodes N1, N2, the IP
tunnel between the nodes N1 and N2 is not advertised
to the nodes of the partial networks NETA, NETB. Thus,
although there is a connection given for forwarding IP
data packets from the node N1 to the node N2 via the IP
tunnel, this IP connection or this IP tunnel will not be used
since it is not made public to the other network nodes of
the network.
[0021] If the nodes N1 and N2 would declare each oth-
er as adjacent nodes by including each other into their
adjacency lists AL-N1, AL-N2, a link between them would
be declared and advertised to the other network nodes.
Since the nodes N1, N2 advertise themselves as nodes
supporting the IP protocol and the CLNP protocol, other
network nodes would consider this link not only for for-
warding IP data packets but also for forwarding CLNP
data packets. The result would be that network nodes of
the partial network NETA would consider this link via the
tunnel also for forwarding CLNP data packets towards
the node N2 or network nodes of the partial network
NETB. Since this connection of the IP tunnel does not
support the transmission of CLNP data packets, any at-
tempt by the nodes of the partial network NETA to have
CLNP data packets forwarded from the node N1 via the
IP tunnel to the node N2 would lead to a loss of these
CLNP data packets, which is of disadvantage. Further-
more, nodes of the partial network NETC may consider
the tunnel link between the nodes N1, N2 for having
CLNP data packets forwarded, for instance from the node
NC1 via node N1 and the node N2 to the node NC2,
which also would lead to a loss of these CLNP data pack-
ets. Therefore, a simple declaration of the nodes N1 and
N2 as adjacent nodes may lead to a loss of data packets
within the network N.
[0022] For advertising the IP link between the nodes
N 1 and N2, it would be possible not to rely on the routing
information given by the IS-IS protocol for forwarding IP
data packets, but to use static routing information in all
network nodes of the network N for forwarding IP data
packets. This has the disadvantage, that the IS-IS routing
protocol may be used for the CLNP data packets, but not
for the IP data packets. This has the further disadvantage,
that the routing information for forwarding data packets
of the IP protocol is static information, which does not
adapt itself in the case that the topology of the network
N is changed. Therefore, a manual configuration of the
static routing information at the network nodes of the net-
work N would be necessary.
[0023] A further solution would be, to use the IS-IS
routing protocol within the network N only for forwarding

CLNP data packets, and to use a second dynamic routing
protocol for forwarding data packets of the IP protocol in
all network nodes of the network. A dynamic routing pro-
tocol for forwarding IP data packets may be the OSPF
routing protocol as known from the paper "Request For
Comments 2328, OSPF Version 2, April 1998", briefly
called RFC 2328. This is of disadvantage, since two rout-
ing protocols would have to be used in parallel for sup-
porting forwarding of data packets of two network proto-
cols.
[0024] Fig. 2 shows the network N according to the
proposed solution. The network N contains all network
elements as previously shown in Fig. 1, as well as a pseu-
do network node PN1 which is placed at the IP tunnel
and thus located between the nodes N1 and N2. Fig. 2
shows furthermore a modified link state message LSP-
N1’ which is distributed by the node N 1 , a modified link
state message LSP-N2’, which is distributed by the node
N2 and a link state message LSP-PN1 which is distrib-
uted by the node N1 on behalf of the pseudo network
node PN1. The content of these link state messages will
be described in detail later on.
[0025] The node N1 advertises the pseudo network
node PN1 as a network node which supports the IP pro-
tocol, but not the CLNP protocol. The pseudo network
node PN1 is advertised by the node N1 as a network
node located between the nodes N 1 and N2. Thus, the
pseudo network node PN 1 represents the IP tunnel be-
tween the nodes N 1 and N2. The link state message
LSP-PN1, which is distributed by the node N1 on behalf
of the pseudo network node PN1, contains different data
elements. The message LSP-PN1 contains as the node
address NA-PN1 of the node sending the message the
node address of the pseudo node PN1. Furthermore, the
message LSP-PN1 contains a protocol list PL-PN1 which
indicates the IP protocol but not the CLNP protocol. Fur-
ther still, the message LSP-PN1 contains an adjacency
list AL-PN1 which indicates the node N1 and the node
N2 as adjacent nodes.
[0026] Other network nodes of the network N receiving
the message LSP-PN1 will recognize the pseudo net-
work node PN1 as a node supporting the IP protocol but
not the CLNP protocol, and they will recognize the pseu-
do network node PN1 as a node connecting the nodes
N1 and N2. Therefore, other network nodes will consider
to forward IP data packets via the node N1 to the pseudo
node PN1 and from there to the node N2, but will not
consider to forward CLNP data packets from the node N
1 via the node PN 1 to the node N2.
[0027] Thus, the advertisement of the pseudo node
PN 1 as a node supporting only the protocol that is sup-
ported by the tunnel connection, is a solution which
makes it possible to use only the IS-IS protocol at all
network nodes of the network for forwarding data packets
of the IP and the CLNP protocol. Since network nodes
of the partial network NA will not consider forwarding
CLNP data packets via the pseudo node, it is ensured,
that the CLNP data packets will not be lost in an attempt
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to have the CLNP data packets forwarded via the tunnel
connection, since this attempt will not be made. Further-
more, since only the IS-IS protocol can be used by the
network nodes for forwarding data packets of different
network protocols, it is not necessary to use different rout-
ing protocols for different network protocols within the
network N. Even furthermore, by relying on the IS-IS rout-
ing protocol at all network nodes of the network, no static
routing information has to be used at any network node
for forwarding data packets of the IP protocol. Thus, the
proposed solution is a solution in which the routing infor-
mation at all network nodes can adapt automatically in
the case that the topology of the network changes.
[0028] The creation and the advertisement of the pseu-
do node PN 1 via the node N 1 causes an addition of the
pseudo node PN1 to the set of adjacent nodes of the
node N1. Therefore, the node N1 advertises itself by dis-
tributing a link state message LSP-N1’, which is in gen-
eral the same as the link state message LSP-N1 shown
in Fig. 1, but which contains a modified adjacency list AL-
N1’. This adjacency list AL-N1’ contains as the adjacent
nodes of the node N 1 the previously contained nodes
NA1, NC1 and in addition the pseudo network node PN 1.
[0029] The creation of the pseudo network node PN 1
causes also an addition of the node PN1 to the set of
adjacent nodes of the node N2. Therefore, the node N2
advertises itself by distributing a modified link state mes-
sage LSP-N2’, which is in general the same as the mes-
sage LSP-N2 in Fig. 1, but contains a modified adjacency
list AL-N2’. The adjacency AL-N2’ contains the previously
contained nodes NB2, NC2 and the pseudo node PN1
as adjacent nodes.
[0030] The node N1 chooses the node address of the
pseudo node PN1 as described now in detail. According
to the standard ISO 10589, a link state message LS PDU
contains the node address of the network node in the
form of a Link State Packet Identifier (LSP ID). The LSP
ID consists the so called Source Identifier (source ID)
having a length called ID length, which is a length of six
bytes. The LSP ID consists furthermore of two further
bytes which are the byte called Pseudo Node Identifier
(pseudo node ID) and the byte called Link State Packet
Number (LDP number).
[0031] For the node N1, which is a real node placed in
the network, the source ID is the node address of the
node N1. The following byte, which is the pseudo node
ID, is set to 0, which is mandatory for real network nodes.
For pseudo nodes, the pseudo node ID is set to a value
different to 0. The byte LSP number is of importance for
identifying a node via its node address, since an SPF
algorithm operates only on the source ID together with
the pseudo node ID as the node address. The LSP
number is not taken into consideration by the SPF algo-
rithm.
[0032] The node N1 sets the pseudo node address of
the pseudo node PN1, by setting the source ID of the
pseudo node PN1 to the same value as the source ID of
the node N1 itself. Furthermore, the node N1 sets the

pseudo node address of the pseudo node ID to a value
different to 0. An SPF algorithm of a node receiving a link
state message containing the pseudo node address as
node a node address, will then indentify the pseudo node
PN 1 as just another node within the network. Since the
pseudo node ID has a length of one byte, it is possible
to choose up to 255 different values for identifying 255
different pseudo nodes.
[0033] According to the IS-IS routing protocol, a net-
work node discovers a neighboring node as an adjacent
node by exchanging handshake messages with the
neighboring node. According to an extension of the
standard ISO 10589 as described in the paper RFC "Net-
work Working Group, Request for Comments: 5303 ,
Three-Way Handshake for IS-IS Point-to-Point Adjacen-
cies, October 2008" "IEEE Std 802.2-1998, Information
processing systems - Local area networks - Part 2: logical
link control, 31 Dec 1989, E-ISBN: O-7381-4601-3",
briefly called RFC 5303, a procedure called three-way
handshake is known for discovering adjacent network
nodes. As proposed in the previously filed but yet unpub-
lished European Patent Application of the applicant with
the application number 09306252.9, a further extension
of the three-way handshake message as proposed in the
standard RFC 5303 is given. According to the solution,
the handshake messages which are exchanged support
the discovery of adjacent nodes having a node address
of a length of seven bytes, thus supporting a node ad-
dress consisting of a source ID and a pseudo node iden-
tifier. The proposed handshake messages contain a
node address of that node, which sends the handshake
message and a data field, which contains a pseudo node
identifier of a pseudo node that is associated with the
node sending the message. Furthermore, the proposed
handshake messages contain a node address of the net-
work, which is discovered by the sending node as an
adjacent node. Even furthermore, the proposed hand-
shake messages contain a data field, which contains a
pseudo node identifier of a pseudo node that is associ-
ated with the adjacent node.
[0034] The nodes N1, N2 exchange via the IP tunnel
handshake messages, that contain the pseudo node
identifier of the pseudo node PN1. Via this exchange of
handshake messages, the node N2 discovers the creat-
ed pseudo node PN 1 as its adjacent neighbor, and there-
fore enters the pseudo node PN1 into the adjacency list
AL-N2’. For exchanging the handshake messages, the
nodes N1, N2 encapsulate the handshake messages into
CLNP data packets for sending the handshake messag-
es via the CLNP data packets along the tunnel.
[0035] According to an alternative solution, the node
N2 enters the pseudo node PN1 into its adjacency list
AL-N2’ due to a manual configuration performed at the
node N2.
[0036] Fig. 3 shows a further embodiment of the pro-
posed solution. Fig. 3 shows all network elements shown
in Fig. 2 as well as a pseudo node PN2 which is located
between the pseudo node PN1 and the node N2. The
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pseudo node PN2 is a pseudo node which is created and
advertised by the node N2. The node N2 advertises the
pseudo node PN2 by distributing link state messages
LSP-PN2. The message LSP-PN2 contains as node ad-
dress NA-PN2 the node address of the pseudo node
PN2. Furthermore, the message LSP-PN2 contains a
protocol list PL-PN2 indicating the IP protocol but not the
CLNP protocol, Therefore, the node N2 advertises the
pseudo node PN2 as a node supporting that network
protocol, which is supported by the tunnel connection.
Further still, the message LSP-PN2 contains an adjacen-
cy list AL-PN2 which indicates the node N2 and the pseu-
do node PN1 as adjacent neighbors of the node PN2.
[0037] The node N1 advertises the pseudo node PN1
by distributing link state messages LSP-PN1’. The mes-
sage LSP-PN1’ is in general the same as the message
LSP-PN 1 shown in Fig. 2, but contains a modified adja-
cency list AL-PN1’. The adjacency list AL-PN1’ contains
as adjacent nodes the node N1 and the pseudo node
PN2.
[0038] The node N2 advertises itself by distributing a
link state message LSP-N2", which is in general the same
as the message LSP-N2’ shown in Fig. 2, but contains a
modified adjacency list AL-N2". The adjacency list AL-
N2" contains as adjacent nodes of the node N2 the nodes
NB1, NC2 and the pseudo node PN2.
[0039] The node N 1 discovers the pseudo node PN2
as a network node adjacent to the pseudo node PN1, by
exchanging via the tunnel connection handshake mes-
sages with the node N2 as previously described above.
The node N2 discovers the pseudo node PN1 as a net-
work node adjacent to the pseudo node PN2 by exchang-
ing via the tunnel connection with the network node N1
handshake messages as previously described above. Al-
ternatively, the nodes N1, N2 modify the adjacency lists
AL-PN1’, AL-PN2, AL-N2", AL-N1’ due to a manual con-
figuration carried out at the network nodes N1, N2.
[0040] Fig. 4 shows a further embodiment of the pro-
posed solution. According to Fig. 4, all network elements
shown in Fig. 3 are shown, as well as a pseudo node
PN11 that is located between the nodes PN1 and PN2.
The pseudo node PN11 is a pseudo node that is created
and advertised by the node N1. The node N1 advertises
the node PN1 by distributing link state messages LSP-
PN11. The message LSP-PN11 contains as node ad-
dress NA-PN11 the node address of the node PN11. Fur-
thermore, the message LSP-PN11 contains a protocol
list PL-PN11 which indicates the IP protocol but not the
CLNP protocol. Further still, the message LSP-PN11
contains an adjacency list AL-PN11 which indicates as
adjacent neighbors of the node PN 11 the pseudo node
PN1 and the pseudo node PN2.
[0041] The pseudo node PN1 is advertised by the node
N1 by distributing link state messages LSP-PN 1". The
message LSP-PN1" is in general the some as the mes-
sage LSP-PN1’ shown in Fig. 3, but contains a modified
adjacency list AL-PN1". This adjacency list AL-
PN1 "indicates as adjacent neighbors of the node PN1

the nodes N1 and PN11.
[0042] The pseudo node PN2 is advertised by the node
N2 by distributing link state messages LSP-PN2’, which
is in general the same as the message LSP-PN2 shown
in Fig. 3, but which contains a modified adjacency list AL-
PN2’. The adjacency AL-PN2’ indicates as adjacent
neighbors of the node PN2 the node PN11 and the node
N2.
[0043] The node N2 discovers the pseudo nodes PN1,
PN 11, which are advertised by the node N1, by exchang-
ing with the node N1 handshake messages as previously
described above.
[0044] The node N1 discovers the pseudo node PN2
by exchanging with the node N2 handshake messages
as previously described above.
[0045] Alternatively, the creation of the adjacency list
AL-PN 1 ", AL-PN11, AL-PN2’ is carried out the nodes
N1, N2 due to a manual configuration carried out at the
nodes N1, N2.
[0046] The encapsulation of data packets of the IP pro-
tocol into data packets of the CLNP protocol is just an
example of encapsulating first data packets of a first net-
work protocol into second data packets of a second net-
work protocol. According to an alternative solution, data
packets of the CLNP protocol are encapsulated into data
packets of the IP protocol according to the standard "Re-
quest For Comments 1702, Generic Route Encapsula-
tion over IPv4 Networks, October 1994", briefly called
RFC 1702.
[0047] By creating and advertising the pseudo node
PN11 as a node located along that connection, which
represents the tunnel, the node N1 creates also further
links, which connect the pseudo node PN11 with the
pseudo nodes PN1 and PN2. According to the standard
ISO 10589, a link state message which advertises a node
contains also for each link leading to one of the adjacent
nodes of the advertised nodes, a metric which represents
the cost of transmission along that link. Thus, the link
state message LSP-PN11 which advertises the pseudo
node PN11 contain for the links leading to the adjacent
nodes PN1, PN2 metrics, which increase the overall met-
ric of the connection between the nodes N1 and N2 rep-
resented by the tunnel. Thus, by creating the pseudo
node PN 11, the node N 1 is able to increase the overall
metric of the connection between the nodes N1 and N2,
which is represented by the tunnel.
[0048] Fig. 5 shows a network node NN according to
a first embodiment. The network node NN contains a
processor CPU and a memory M. The processor CPU
and the memory M are connected via data interface DIF.
The network node NN contains interfaces I1, 12 for ex-
changing data packets according to the IP protocol and
the CLNP protocol with other network nodes. The inter-
faces 11, 12 are connected via a data bus DB to the
processor CPU. Via the interfaces I1, 12 the network
node NN exchanges furthermore routing messages ac-
cording to the IS-IS protocol.
[0049] The processor CPU and the memory M form
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control means of the network node NN.
[0050] The number of processors contained in the net-
work node NN is not limited to one processor, there may
be multiple processors working in parallel and performing
different types of protocols within the network node. Fur-
thermore, more than one memory may be contained in
the network node. Further still, the number of interfaces
via which the network node is connected to other network
nodes is not limited to two but may be larger.
[0051] Within the memory M, the network node NN
stores information such as routing information which the
network node receives from other network nodes. Fur-
thermore, the processor CPU generates from the routing
information stored within the memory M different routing
tables for different network protocols which are supported
by the network node NN.
[0052] The processor is adapted to generate link state
messages for advertising to other network nodes the net-
work node itself. Via such a link state message the proc-
essor indicates the network node, as set of network pro-
tocols that are supported by the network node and a set
of adjacent nodes which are adjacent to the network
node. The processor CPU sends the links state messag-
es via the interfaces 11, 12 to the other network nodes.
The processor CPU is part of the control means config-
ured to encapsulate data packets of the IP network pro-
tocol into data packets of the CLNP network protocol for
transmitting the IP data packets via the CLNP data pack-
ets to a second network node not shown in Fig. 5.
[0053] Furthermore, the processor CPU is configured
to advertise a pseudo network node to other network
nodes. The processor CPU does so, by indicating the
pseudo network node as a network supporting the IP
protocol but not the CLNP protocol, and by indicating the
pseudo network node as a network node that is located
between the network node NN and the other network
node to which the IP data packets are transmitted via the
encapsulation into CLNP data packets.
[0054] Fig. 6 shows different protocols of different pro-
tocol layers carried out within the network node NN. At
the Layer 3, also called the Network Protocol Layer, the
IS-IS protocol, the IP protocol and the CLNP protocol are
carried out. Above these protocols, the Generic Routing
Encapsulation Protocol according to the standard "Re-
quest For Comments 2784, Generic Route Encapsula-
tion, March 2000", briefly called RFC 2784, is carried out
for encapsulating routing messages or data packets of
network protocols into data packets of one of the network
protocols.
[0055] The Layer 3 protocols interact with the Layer 2
protocols, which are also called protocols of the Data
Link Layer. The highest sub-layer of the Data Link Layer
is the Logical Link Control Protocol according to the
standard "IEEE Std 802.2-1998, Information processing
systems - Local area networks - Part 2: logical link control,
31 Dec 1989, E-ISBN: O-7381-4601-3", briefly called
LLC. This protocol LLC directly interacts with the proto-
cols of the Network Protocol Layer. Directly below the

protocol LLC, there is placed the sub-layer of Media Ac-
cess Control according to the standard "IEEE Std
802.3-2008, IEEE Standard for Information technology-
-Telecommunications and Information exchange be-
tween systems--Local and metropolitan area net-
worksSpecific requirements Part 3: Carrier Sense Multi-
ple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) Access
Method and Physical Layer Specifications - Section Five,
2008, ISBN: 973-07381-5797-9", briefly called MAC.
This lower sub-layer of the Data Link Layer interacts with
the protocol of the Layer 1, which is also called the Phys-
ical Layer. At this Physical Layer, a protocol according
to the Local Area Network LAN is running, which may be
a protocol according to the well known protocol 10Base-
T. The protocols of the Layer 2, which are the LLC pro-
tocol and the MAC protocol, together with the LAN pro-
tocol of the Layer 1 are well known as the technology
called Ethernet.
[0056] Fig. 6 furthermore illustrates, indicated by the
solid line brackets, which types of protocols are carried
out at which hardware within the network node NN.
[0057] The processor CPU is adapted to run protocols
of the Layer 3 and the Layer 2. Via the data bus DB, the
processor CPU exchanges signals, such as Ethernet
frames, with the interfaces 11,12. The interfaces 11, 12
are adapted to run the protocols of the Physical Layer.
[0058] The different protocols depicted in Fig. 6 run-
ning on the processor CPU do not have to run as one
single software, but may run on the processor CPU as
different processing threads. Furthermore, the different
protocols of the Layer 3 and the Layer 2 may run as dif-
ferent processing threads on different CPUs, which are
connected via the data bus DB.
[0059] According to the embodiment shown in Fig. 6,
indicated by the solid line brackets, the processor CPU
is adapted to run protocols of the Layer 3 and the Layer
2. The interfaces 11, 12 are adapted to run protocols of
the Layer 1.
[0060] According to an alternative solution, also indi-
cated in Fig. 6 by the dashed line brackets, the processor
CPU is adapted to run protocols of the Layer 3. The in-
terfaces 11, 12 are adapted to run protocols of the Layer
2 and the Layer 1,
[0061] The implementation of protocols within the in-
terfaces 11 , 12 may be done as hardware or as software
running on processors comprised within the hardware of
the interfaces 11,12.
[0062] A second embodiment of carrying out protocols
at a network node is shown in Fig. 7. In this embodiment,
the structure of the network node NN is in general the
same as depicted in Fig. 5. Fig. 7 shows the different
protocols which are carried by different parts of the hard-
ware of the network node NN.
[0063] At the Layer 3, the network protocols IP and
CLNP are carried out as well as the routing protocol IS-IS.
[0064] Above the protocols of the Layer 3, the Generic
Routing Encapsulation protocol RFC 2784 is carried out
for encapsulating routing messages or data packets of
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network protocols as previously described above.
[0065] At the Layer 2, different protocols are carried
out for different types of messages or data packets re-
ceived from the Layer 3. Data packets are originating
from the CLNP protocol are passed on to each the Link
Access Procedure for D-channel LAPD as defined in the
paper "ITU-T Recommendation Q.921 (09/97), Digital
Subscriber Signaling System No. 1- Data Link Layer",
briefly called Q.921, or to the Point to Point Protocol PPP
as defined in the paper "Network Working Group, RFC
1377 - The PPP OSI Network Layer Control Protocol
(OSINLCP), November 1992", briefly called RFC 1377.
From either of these two protocols at the Layer 2, the
resulting data is passed on to the next lower sub-layer
of the Layer 2, which carries out framing of the data ac-
cording to the protocol of High-Level Data Link Control
HDLC.
[0066] At the Layer 1, data, which is received from the
Layer 2, is transmitted by means of a protocol supporting
data transfer via the Data Communication Channel DCC
of a network, according to Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
SDH, which is indicated as SDH-DCC.
[0067] Data packets originating from the IP protocol at
the Layer 3 are passed on to the Layer 2, namely to either
the Point to Point protocol PPP according to the standard
"Request for Comments, The PPP internet Protocol Con-
trol Protocol (IPCP), May 1992", briefly called RFC 1332,
or to an LAPD protocol as defined in the standard
"ISO/IEC TR 9577, Information technology -- Protocol
identification in the network layer ,1999", briefly called
ISO 9577. From either of these Layer 2 protocols, the
originating data is passed on to the protocol of HDLC,
which handles the data from the Point to Point protocol
PPP or the LAPD protocol as previously described
above.
[0068] Routing messages originating at the Layer 3
from the IS-IS protocol are passed on to either the LAPD
protocol or to a Point to Point protocol according to the
standard RFC 1377. The data originating from these Lay-
er 2 protocols is then passed on to the HDLC protocol,
which handles the data as described above.
[0069] The HDLC protocol passes the data on to the
next lower layer, which is the Layer 1, where the data is
then transmitted via the Data Communication Channel
DCC of the SDH network to other network nodes.
[0070] As indicated in Fig. 7, the processor CPU is
adapted to run the protocols of the Layer 3 the Layer 2.
Furthermore, the interfaces I1 , I2 are adapted to run the
protocols of the Layer 1.
[0071] According to an alternative solution, also indi-
cated in Fig. 7 by the dashed line bracket, the processor
CPU is adapted to carry out the protocols of the Layer 3,
while the interfaces I1, I2 are adapted to carry out the
protocols of the Layer 2 and the Layer 1.
[0072] The implementation of protocols within the in-
terfaces 11, 12 may be done as hardware or as software
running on processors comprised within the hardware of
the interfaces 11,12.

Claims

1. Method of exchanging routing information between
network nodes in a packet switched network,
wherein said network nodes advertise themselves
to other network nodes by indicating to said other
network nodes

- themselves,
- network protocols supported by themselves,
and
- network nodes adjacent to themselves,

characterized in that a first of said network nodes
(N1) is configured

- to encapsulate first data packets of a first net-
work protocol into second data packets of a sec-
ond network protocol for transmitting said first
data packets via said second data packets to a
second network node (N2), and
- to advertise a pseudo network node (PN1) to
said other network nodes, by indicating said
pseudo network node (PN1) as a network node
supporting said first network protocol but not
said second network protocol, and by indicating
said pseudo network node (PN1) as a network
node located between said first network node
(N1) and said second network node (N2).

2. Method according to claim 1,
wherein said first network node (N1) indicates

- said first network node (N1) and

M either said second network node (N2)
M or a further pseudo network node adver-
tised by said first (N 1) or said
second network node (N2)

as network nodes adjacent to said pseudo net-
work node (PN1).

3. Method according to claim 1 to 2,
wherein said network nodes advertise themselves
by sending to said other network nodes at least one
link state message containing

- a network node address indicating the respec-
tive network node,
- an adjacency list indicating adjacent network
nodes adjacent to the respective network node,
and
- a network protocol list indicating network pro-
tocols supported by the respective network
node.

4. Method according to claim 1 to 3,
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wherein said network nodes generate from received
link state messages different routing tables for dif-
ferent network protocols supported by the respective
network node.

5. Method according to claim 4,
wherein said first network node (N1) advertises said
pseudo network node (PN1) by sending to said other
network nodes at least one link state message con-
taining

- a pseudo network node address indicating said
pseudo network node (PN1),
- an adjacency list indicating said first network
node (N1) and

M either said second network node (N2)
M or a further pseudo network node adver-
tised by said first (N1) or said second (N2)
network node, and

- a network protocol list indicating said first net-
work protocol but not said second network pro-
tocol.

6. Method according to claim 1 to 5,
wherein said first network node (N1) and said second
network node (N2) are both configured to support
said first network protocol and said second network
protocol.

7. Method according to claim 1 to 6,
wherein said first network node (N1) advertises itself
to said other network nodes, by indicating said pseu-
do network node (PN1) as a network node adjacent
to said first network node (PN1).

8. Method according to claim 1 to 7,
wherein said first network node (PN1) and said sec-
ond network node (PN2) exchange handshake mes-
sages with each other that contain a data field indi-
cating said pseudo network node (PN1).

9. Method according to claim 1 to 8,
wherein said first network node (N1) and said second
network node (N2) encapsulate said handshake
messages into third data packets of said second net-
work protocol for exchanging said handshake mes-
sages via said third data packets.

10. Network node (NN) ,
wherein said network node (NN) comprises control
means (CPU, M) which are adapted to advertise said
network node (NN) to other network nodes by indi-
cating to said other network nodes

- said network node (NN),
- network protocols supported by said network

node, and
- network nodes adjacent to said network node,

characterized in that said control means (M, CPU)
are configured

- to encapsulate first data packets of a first net-
work protocol into second data packets of a sec-
ond network protocol for transmitting said first
data packets via said second data packets to a
second network node, and
- to advertise a pseudo network node to said
other network nodes, by indicating said pseudo
network node as a network node supporting said
first network protocol but not said second net-
work protocol, and by indicating said first net-
work node as a network node located between
said first network node (N1) and said second
network node (N2).

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. Method of exchanging routing information be-
tween network nodes in a packet switched network,
wherein said network nodes advertise themselves
to other network nodes by indicating to said other
network nodes

- themselves,
- network protocols supported by themselves,
and
- network nodes adjacent to themselves,

wherein a first of said network nodes (N1) is config-
ured to encapsulate first data packets of a first net-
work protocol into second data packets of a second
network protocol for transmitting said first data pack-
ets via said second data packets to a second network
node (N2),
characterized in that said first network node is con-
figured to advertise a pseudo network node (PN1)
to said other network nodes, by indicating said pseu-
do network node (PN1) as a network node support-
ing said first network protocol but not said second
network protocol, and by indicating said pseudo net-
work node (PN1) as a network node located between
said first network node (N1) and said second network
node (N2).

2. Method according to claim 1,
wherein said first network node (N1) indicates

- said first network node (N1) and

• either said second network node (N2)
• or a further pseudo network node adver-
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tised by said first (N1) or said second net-
work node (N2)

as network nodes adjacent to said pseudo network
node (PN1).

3. Method according to claim 1 to 2,
wherein said network nodes advertise themselves
by sending to said other network nodes at least one
link state message containing

- a network node address indicating the respec-
tive network node,
- an adjacency list indicating adjacent network
nodes adjacent to the respective network node,
and
- a network protocol list indicating network pro-
tocols supported by the respective network
node.

4. Method according to claim 1 to 3,
wherein said network nodes generate from received
link state messages different routing tables for dif-
ferent network protocols supported by the respective
network node.

5. Method according to claim 4,
wherein said first network node (N1) advertises said
pseudo network node (PN1) by sending to said other
network nodes at least one link state message con-
taining

- a pseudo network node address indicating said
pseudo network node (PN1),
- an adjacency list indicating said first network
node (N1) and

• either said second network node (N2)
• or a further pseudo network node adver-
tised by said first (N1) or said second (N2)
network node, and

- a network protocol list indicating said first net-
work protocol but not said second network pro-
tocol.

6. Method according to claim 1 to 5,
wherein said first network node (N1) and said second
network node (N2) are both configured to support
said first network protocol and said second network
protocol.

7. Method according to claim 1 to 6,
wherein said first network node (N1) advertises itself
to said other network nodes, by indicating said pseu-
do network node (PN1) as a network node adjacent
to said first network node (PN1).

8. Method according to claim 1 to 7,
wherein said first network node (PN1) and said sec-
ond network node (PN2) exchange handshake mes-
sages with each other that contain a data field indi-
cating said pseudo network node (PN1).

9. Method according to claim 1 to 8,
wherein said first network node (N1) and said second
network node (N2) encapsulate said handshake
messages into third data packets of said second net-
work protocol for exchanging said handshake mes-
sages via said third data packets.

10. Network node (NN),
wherein said network node (NN) comprises control
means (CPU, M) which are adapted to advertise said
network node (NN) to other network nodes by indi-
cating to said other network nodes

- said network node (NN),
- network protocols supported by said network
node, and
- network nodes adjacent to said network node,

wherein said control means (M, CPU) are configured
to encapsulate first data packets of a first network
protocol into second data packets of a second net-
work protocol for transmitting said first data packets
via said second data packets to a second network
node,
characterized in that said control means (M, CPU)
are configured to advertise a pseudo network node
to said other network nodes, by indicating said pseu-
do network node as a network node supporting said
first network protocol but not said second network
protocol, and by indicating said first network node
as a network node located between said first network
node (N1) and said second network node (N2).
The document US 2005/047353 A1 discloses rout-
ing protocols and algorithms referred to as Link State
Path Vector techniques.
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